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AbstractLearning is the most important aspect for increasing the quality of youth generation in a nation.  Therefore many 

learning methods are developed in order to make the youth more qualified.   Virtual class based on the second life learning 

method is proposed in this research.   The objective of this learning method is to make learning process more organize and 

interesting for the youth.  There are four stages to build virtual class based on the second life.  First, create course material for 

the learning process.  Second, make the virtual class scenario, i.e. student registration, evaluation, and the graduation.  Third, 

design the avatar and the classroom hence the student can get in touch with each other and understand the course material 

easily.  Fourth, build the virtual class based on second life and the scenarios.  In this research second life is combined with 

moodle for learning hence the learning process more interesting and more understandable to the youth. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
1
 

earning based on virtual class is an alternative 

learning method for student to understand their 

learning topics.  In the conventional learning method, the 

students and teacher must be in the same room, and the 

teacher explains about the topic to the students.  The 

conventional learning process will have difficulty since 

this process need the presence of the teacher.  The other 

disadvantage of this conventional process is lack of 

illustration of the topics. 

The alternative method uses virtual class for the 

learning process is proposed for an alternative learning 

method in this research because of the advantages.  

There are five advantages of virtual class for the learning 

process, i.e., distance learning, simple, interactive, 

individual, social [1].   

The first advantage of the virtual class for learning is 

the capability of distance learning.  It means that, with 

virtual class, the students and the teacher should not in 

the same room, the virtual class is accessible for 

everyone and from everywhere, the students do not have 

to travel to certain place to study the topics, and etc.  The 

second advantage is simple.  To access virtual class, it is 

only need common ICT equipment such as internet 

connection, computer, and a headset. To access the 

virtual class the students should learn also the skill of 

entering and using virtual class in second life. 

The third advantage of using the virtual class for the 

learning process is interactive, engaging, social, and 

playful.  The student is able to discuss the topic using the 

chat facility, the virtual class provide games and 

interactive objects, the student is able to go to interesting 

virtual places such as museum, white house, eifel tower, 

and etc. The Fourth advantage is the fact that the 

students are able to access the virtual class in their 
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mobiles, therefore the virtual class is individual.  The 

nerds student can study at their own room, the auditiv 

students are able to learn while listening their playlist, 

and etc.  The final advantage is social, the participants of 

the topics are engaged with the virtual class, hence they 

can interact each other. 

II. METHOD 

Computer with Graphic and high internet connectivity 

supported is required to implement learning based on 

virtual class.  Certain softwares are also needed in order 

to use this virtual class, they are Moodle, Second Live 

Viewer, and Sloodle.  There are three main stages to 

create learning based on virtual class, i.e. joining second 

life, setting up and preparing the moodle and sloodle.   

Second life is virtual environment which there are 

avatars that represent the user, 3D building with its 

environment such as water, land, furniture, house, and 

etc.  The avatar can visit another place in second life, 

communicate with another avatar,  do the transaction 

process, or another social activity.  To join the second 

life environment, id user must be created first then install 

the second life viewer as shown in Fig 1.  

a. To set up and prepare the moodle, this research use 

the moodle version 9.1 since this moodle is able to 

integrate with last version of sloodle.   Seven steps 

are needed to install and prepare the moodle, i.e.: 

b. Download required version of moodle at 

http://download.moodle.org 

c. Download XAMP or WAMP server to access the 

created virtual class 

d. Extract the moodle into certain folder (the folder for 

the localhost), which is ..\xampp\htdocs.  Run the 

xamp server, and access the temporaly downloaded 

moodle by opening the browser and type the url 

http://localhost. 

e. Create folder “moodledata” at ..\xampp.  Change the 

access right of the folder with Full Control access 

f. Edit file config.php which is at the directory 

..\xampp\htdocs\moodle\ with this following 

changing 
i. $CFG->dbtype = ‘mysql’; // mysql 

or postgres7 (for now) 

L 
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ii. $CFG->dbhost = ‘localhost’; // 

e.g. localhost or db.isp.com 

iii. $CFG->dbname = ‘dbmoodle’; // 

database name, e.g. moodle 

iv. $CFG->dbuser = ‘root’; // your 

database username 

v. $CFG->dbpass= ”; // your 

database password 

g. Open the web browser, type the url : 

http://localhost/phpmyadmin/ , in the “Create new 

Database” menu, type „dbmoodle‟ (as in the 

config.php file) and click “create” button 

h. Type the url at the web browser : 

http://localhost/moodle/ to start the installation 

process 

Since the moodle file must be created or installed at 

the public internet, then this research create the public 

website, and be able accessed on 

www.trunojoyolearning.com/virtualLearning 

The last step for creating the learning based on virtual 

class is creating and preparing the sloodle.  There are 

two parts of sloodle software, i.e. server  side and 

moodle intregated.   At the server side, the sloodle can be 

downloaded at 

slisapps.sjsu.edu/sl/index.php/Download_Soodle and this 

sloodle software is installed in the moodle. The second 

part of sloodle is provided by the second life and can be 

downloaded at  

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/English%20Villag

e/141/126/22 .  Second life viewer is required to access 

this part of sloodle. 

There are six steps for installing the sloodle software, 

i.e.: 

a. Back up installed moodle before installing sloodle 

software 

b. Access the installed moodle hence the moodle can 

be intregated with the sloodle using one of the 

following steps: 

i. use FTP if the moodle is hosted in the public 

website 

ii. use File Manager if the moodle is installed in 

the local computer 

iii. use Webhost‟s tools if the moodle is web based 

version 

c. Unzip the downloaded sloodle software 

d. Copy sloodle folder into mod folder which is in the 

moodle folder 

e. Access the moodle as the administrator which is at 

the administrator page.  In this research, the 

administrator page can be accessed at the 

http://trunojoyolearning.com/virtualLearning/admin 

meanwhile if the moodle is installed at the local 

server, then the administrator page can be accessed 

at the http://localhost/moodle/admin 

f. Finish the sloodle installation process, if the process 

is succeded then there will be a message „tables have 

been set up correctly‟  as shown in Fig. 2. 

Following are the steps to integrate sloodle with 

secondlife (Sloodle-in world tools): 

a. Open the secondlife viewer 

b. Avatar or  user should enter the secondlife world at 

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/English%20V

illage/141/126/22 (English Village Sandbox) with 

their id that are created before.  The objective of 

avatar entering the english village is to get the 

sloodle-in world tools.  This process is depicted in 

Fig. 3. 

 

c. Choose the Sloodle Set Version 1.2 as in Fig. 4 

d. Press „1‟ button at the dialog menu the will show 

after choosing the sloodle set 

e. Press „keep‟ button at the showed dialog menu, and 

then this process make the sloodle set will be in the 

inventory 

The last step to create learning based on virtual class is 

creating the environment (such as building, class room, 

water, and etc) of the second life using the tools from the 

inventory and integrate this second life the installed 

moodle and sloodle.   

Many features that are provided by the second life for 

learning system, i.e.: 

a. Presenter is presentation media which can combine 

images, video, and web pages. 

b. prim drop is transaction log in the moodle database 

so the avatar can collect their assignment 

c. quiz chair is a quizes for avatar that are provided at 

the moodle and can be accessed in the secondlife 

d. quiz pile on is a multiuser quizes 

e. Toolbar Given is the information spot about 

blogging, classroom gestures, and etc. 

f. Web Intercom is the chat media (live) between 

moodle chat and second life. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The content of learning based on the virtual class are 

provided by the SDIT Al Uswah, Surabaya.  The 

objective of this collaboration is the created virtual class 

can be accessed and implemented in real learning 

method in the junior school.  The learning fields of this 

learning content is „frog surgical‟.  The choice of this 

field is proposed by the school, since according to the 

school rules, „frog surgical‟ is forbidden because it is 

considered as tourchering the life creatures hence it is 

haram based on islam rules.  Therefore, the learning 

based on the virtual class is very usefull for students, 

since the can do the learning process without facing the 

real object, which is frog. 

Design of the „frog surgical‟ can be seen in Fig. 5 as 

follows, Created virtual class with „frog surgical‟ 

learning content can be accessed at 

http://TrunojoyoLearning.com/virtualLearning/.  Content 

of this site is the moodle learning management system.  

From the moodle, the teacher is able to upload the 

lecture notes and quizzes, and this moodle is supported 

also by the chat room, hence all the users of the system 

can interact at each other. 

This moodle also provide the users to enter the virtual 

class using the second life world in tools.  The built 

environment of virtual class can be seen at Fig. 6. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Learning based on virtual class is modern alternative 

for learning process.  With this virtual class, student will 

have new experiences in virtual life.  And also, with the 

help of virtual class, the limitation of learning process is 

reduced, such as forbidden activity of tourchering life 

objects,  visiting important place that are far away from 
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the student‟s location, interaction between student even 

students from another school in virtual life, and etc.  

Hopefully, with the alternative learning process the 

students will interested in the learning content and they 

will understand with the content. 
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Figure 1.  The Second life Viewer 

 

 
Figure 2.  Success Installation of Sloodle at the Installed Moodle 

 

 
Figure 3.  Teleport to English Village Sandbox in order to get the 

second life world of tools 

 

 
Figure 4. Sloodle in World Tools 

 

 
Figure 5.  The Design of „frog surgical‟
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Figure 6.  Virtual class with Frog Surgical Content 


